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Basic achievements of the theory of lingual genres have been analyzed, new direction of linguistics 
has been defined that is called genristics, that is concentrated on lingual studying of genres. Paradigmatic 
connections of concepts «lingual genre», «lingual act» and «lingual intention» have been found out.  Lin-
gual genres are considered in the context of medical discourse according to two main spheres of commu-
nication of a future doctor � personal and professional oriented communication. Mastering of the system 
of lingual genres by foreign student occurs in the process of formation of lingual personality of a speaker at 
Ukrainian as a foreign language lessons. Division of lingual genres has been proposed which must be mas-
tered by a foreign student-medic on such types (classification principle � communicative aim): etiquette, 
informative and genres of interactive impact (motivation to action, criticism). Genres which impact on for-
mation of sociocultural competence of foreign speaker have been analyzed, as well as genres of profes-
sional medical communication (anamnesis, medical history). It has been noted, that the principle of genre 
approach plays an important role in studying of oral and writing communication of a foreigner as medical 
specialist, because efficiency of genre approach in teaching Ukrainian as a foreign language is conditioned 
by the fact that students better understand contests and logical organization of a text and dependency of 
choice of lingual means, develop skills of prognostication of context of a text depending on its genre. 

It has been investigated, that lingual genre closely interacts and eventually is conditioned by specif-
ic lingual situation, which is often marked by national peculiarities and namely such feeling and mastering 
of this situation and appropriate choice of a strategy, tactics and relevant means of communication forms 
basic communicative barrier for a foreign speaker.

Basic recommendations of realization of genre approach to studying of Ukrainian as a foreign lan-
guage have been formulated during investigation, in particular: selection of relevant to specific genre, sty-
listic, grammatical and syntactic structures; formation of dictionary of lingual clichés, which are charac-
teristic of a certain genre, selection of authentic texts to each genre, detailed analysis of lingual-stylistic 
means of genres of specific medical (anamnesis, medical history) and scientific (scientific article, abstract 
of an article, thesis of a report, annotation) discourses, demonstration of associative connection between 
communicative event and its genre realization with its further individual reproduction by a foreign student. 

It has been proved, that the system of lingual genres of medical discourse is characterized by multi-
level, poly-functionality, interaction with other discourses, in particular, with professional and institution-
al ones. It has been defined, that there are such main advantages of genre approach to learning Ukraini-
an as a foreign language at medical institution of higher education as formation of lingual feeling in foreign 
student to choose a specific lingual-stylistic means according to specific communicative situation; compre-
hension of internal organization by a foreigner of Ukrainian language as a complex structure (awareness 
of paradigmatic connections between lingual phenomena) and ordered system (awareness of syntagmat-
ic connections) of lingual signs and codes; mastering of basic communicative strategies and their logical 
selection according to style and genre of communication, lingual intention, status and age-old peculiari-
ties of a companion; development of skills of system thinking; realization of integrated approach to edu-
cational process. 
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